
Droids D6 / Cybot Galactica LE manifest droid

Type: Cybot Galactica LE manifest droid

Manufacturer: Cybot Galactica

Class: Manifest droid

Degree: Third-degree droid

Dexterity: 1D

Knowledge: 2D

         Business 4D, Bureaucracy 5D, Languages 5D

Mechanical: 1D

Perception: 1D

Strength: 1D

Technical: 1D

Equipped with:

         Humanoid Body (two arms, two legs, head)

         Two visual and Two auditory sensors - human range

         Vocabulator/broadcast speaker

         Magnetic footpads

         Small internal cargo area

Move: 8

Size: 1.7 meters

Description: The LE manifest droid was a third-degree shipping management droid produced by Cybot

Galactica.

It was manufactured almost three centuries prior to the establishment of the New Republic.

The LE series was designed as a protocol droid variant catering for starship captains and spaceport

operators. LE units were programmed with knowledge of import-export restrictions of the galaxy's major

trade regions and the codes of conduct of the Bureau of Ships and Services.

This meant manifest droids were able to carry out tedious tasks such as inventorying cargo to triplicating

datawork, thus freeing up their sentient colleagues for other duties.

Despite this, the LE-series was not without its faults. Its scrupulous honesty did little to endear the droid

to portworkers in areas such as Bothan and Hutt Space, where bribes were commonplace.

Such flexibility was not a facet of the LE's programming, and so the droid saw nothing wrong with

reporting contraband stashed beneath their freighter's deck platingâ€”thus leading many owners to



decide that these droids were simply not worth the trouble.

This was partly the reason why Cybot Galactica ultimately retired the line, though many LE-series droids

continued to operate in smaller starports and aboard short-hop corporate freighters. Eventually,

continued work in such areas led to many LE droids shedding their prudish artificial personalities, and

learn to make compromises where necessary. 
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